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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You are building an Azure Data Factory solution to process data received from Azure Event Hubs, and then ingested
into an Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 container. 

The data will be ingested every five minutes from devices into JSON files. The files have the following naming pattern. 

/{deviceType}/in/{YYYY}/{MM}/{DD}/{HH}/{deviceID}_{YYYY}{MM}{DD}HH}{mm}.json 

You need to prepare the data for batch data processing so that there is one dataset per hour per deviceType. The
solution must minimize read times. 

How should you configure the sink for the copy activity? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: @trigger().startTime 

startTime: A date-time value. For basic schedules, the value of the startTime property applies to the first occurrence. For
complex schedules, the trigger starts no sooner than the specified startTime value. 

Box 2: /{YYYY}/{MM}/{DD}/{HH}_{deviceType}.json 

One dataset per hour per deviceType. 

Box 3: Flatten hierarchy 

- FlattenHierarchy: All files from the source folder are in the first level of the target folder. The target files have
autogenerated names. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/concepts-pipeline-execution-triggers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/connector-file-system 

 

QUESTION 2

You plan to implement an Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 container that will contain CSV files. The size of the files will
vary based on the number of events that occur per hour. 
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File sizes range from 4.KB to 5 GB. 

You need to ensure that the files stored in the container are optimized for batch processing. 

What should you do? 

A. Compress the files. 

B. Merge the files. 

C. Convert the files to JSON 

D. Convert the files to Avro. 

Correct Answer: D 

Avro supports batch and is very relevant for streaming. 

Note: Avro is framework developed within Apache\\'s Hadoop project. It is a row-based storage format which is widely
used as a serialization process. AVRO stores its schema in JSON format making it easy to read and interpret by any
program. The data itself is stored in binary format by doing it compact and efficient. 

Reference: https://www.adaltas.com/en/2020/07/23/benchmark-study-of-different-file-format/ 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating an Azure Data Factory data flow that will ingest data from a CSV file, cast columns to specified types
of data, and insert the data into a table in an Azure Synapse Analytic dedicated SQL pool. The CSV file contains three
columns named username, comment, and date. 

The data flow already contains the following: 

1. 

A source transformation. 

2. 

A Derived Column transformation to set the appropriate types of data. 

3. 

A sink transformation to land the data in the pool. 

You need to ensure that the data flow meets the following requirements: 

1. 

All valid rows must be written to the destination table. 

2. 

Truncation errors in the comment column must be avoided proactively. 

3. 
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Any rows containing comment values that will cause truncation errors upon insert must be written to a file in blob
storage. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. To the data flow, add a sink transformation to write the rows to a file in blob storage. 

B. To the data flow, add a Conditional Split transformation to separate the rows that will cause truncation errors. 

C. To the data flow, add a filter transformation to filter out rows that will cause truncation errors. 

D. Add a select transformation to select only the rows that will cause truncation errors. 

Correct Answer: AB 

B: Example: 

1.

 This conditional split transformation defines the maximum length of "title" to be five. Any row that is less than or equal to
five will go into the GoodRows stream. Any row that is larger than five will go into the BadRows stream. 

2.

 This conditional split transformation defines the maximum length of "title" to be five. Any row that is less than or equal to
five will go into the GoodRows stream. Any row that is larger than five will go into the BadRows stream. 

A: 

3.

 Now we need to log the rows that failed. Add a sink transformation to the BadRows stream for logging. Here, we\\'ll
"auto-map" all of the fields so that we have logging of the complete transaction record. This is a text-delimited CSV file
output to a single file in Blob Storage. We\\'ll call the log file "badrows.csv". 

4.

 The completed data flow is shown below. We are now able to split off error rows to avoid the SQL truncation errors and
put those entries into a log file. Meanwhile, successful rows can continue to write to our target database. 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/how-to-data-flow-error-rows 

 

QUESTION 4

You manage an enterprise data warehouse in Azure Synapse Analytics. 

Users report slow performance when they run commonly used queries. Users do not report performance changes for
infrequently used queries. 

You need to monitor resource utilization to determine the source of the performance issues. 

Which metric should you monitor? 

A. Data IO percentage 

B. Local tempdb percentage 

C. Cache used percentage 

D. DWU percentage 

Correct Answer: C 
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Monitor and troubleshoot slow query performance by determining whether your workload is optimally leveraging the
adaptive cache for dedicated SQL pools. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-how-to-
monitor-cache 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You are building a database in an Azure Synapse Analytics serverless SQL pool. 

You have data stored in Parquet files in an Azure Data Lake Storege Gen2 container. 

Records are structured as shown in the following sample. 

{ 

"id": 123, 

"address_housenumber": "19c", 

"address_line": "Memory Lane", 

"applicant1_name": "Jane", 

"applicant2_name": "Dev" 

} 

The records contain two applicants at most. 

You need to build a table that includes only the address fields. 

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE 

An external table points to data located in Hadoop, Azure Storage blob, or Azure Data Lake Storage. External tables are
used to read data from files or write data to files in Azure Storage. With Synapse SQL, you can use external tables to 

read external data using dedicated SQL pool or serverless SQL pool. 

Syntax: 

CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE { database_name.schema_name.table_name | schema_name.table_name | table_name
} 

( [ ,...n ] ) 
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WITH ( 

LOCATION = \\'folder_or_filepath\\', 

DATA_SOURCE = external_data_source_name, 

FILE_FORMAT = external_file_format_name 

Box 2. OPENROWSET 

When using serverless SQL pool, CETAS is used to create an external table and export query results to Azure Storage
Blob or Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2. 

Example: 

AS 

SELECT decennialTime, stateName, SUM(population) AS population FROM 

OPENROWSET(BULK 

\\'https://azureopendatastorage.blob.core.windows.net/censusdatacontainer/release/us_pop
ulation_county/year=*/*.parquet\\', 

FORMAT=\\'PARQUET\\') AS [r] 

GROUP BY decennialTime, stateName 

GO 
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